
Precision
es can

be looked
at closely

Parker Hale
set a new
standard in
precision
centref ire
rif les.

IMI AUSTRALIA LTD.

A wide range of calibres
and stock designs are
available to suit your indi-
vidual needs. The dis-
tinguished two-tone
Custom line Walnut stock
features handcrafted skip
checkering and genuine
rosewood at fore-end and
grip cap. A revolutionary
ri{le in every sense Parker
Hale incorporate the
Iollowing fealures:

1. OUTSTANDING
MAUSER.TYPE ACTION-
The classic Mauser-type
design with its two forward-
locking lugs and extra
safety lug machined from a
solid steel forging, is
probably the world's
strongest commercial
action.

2. HINGED FLOOR PLATE
MAGAZINE-The hinged
floor plate magazine is
designed to hold any
Iength of cartridge in
position under recoil,
avoiding damaged bullet
tips and jammed shells.

3. 3.WAY SIDE SAFETY-
Locks trigger to prevent
accidental disclrarge; locks
bolt 10 avoid loss o{ cart-
ridge in chamber; locks
sear for positive triple
security.

4. SINGLE STAGE ADJUST-
ABLE TRIGGER-ThiS
fine, target quality, single
stage trigger mechanism
features adjustments for
backlash and trigger
weight. Shorl, crisp,
clean pull.

PARKER.HALE

terferes with the bitch's physicat
movements or toiletry functions after she
becomes accustomed to its presence.

For hygiene, when the harness becomes
soiled, it merely requires the release of
the stomach strap and a rinse in warm
water. To cut the risk of possible in-
fection. I would also recommend adding
a disinfectant such as Dettol to the water.
Fly annoyance in the summer can be
overcome by spraying the harness with an
insect repellant before 4djustment. To
store the harness, a thorough washing in
warm water and application of a good
leather oil will preserve it indefinitely.

MATING INSTINCT-A DRIVING
FORCE

The determination of the bitch in
season to get to the dog is a powerfrrl
force to be reckoned with. She is equally
as purposeful as the dog trying to reach
her, particularly during the 9th to 14th

- days of her heat. Nature has provided
them with strong physical resources to
over@me any natural barriel keeping
them apart, and any lapse in an owner's
kennelling security at this time invites
disaster.

De-odourising tablets, sprays, oint-
ments, pills and injections have been
utilised for seasonal bitches, to
discourage the attentions of dogs, or to
defer seasons. It is open to debate
whether all are IOOVo effective, or in the
case of oral or injected preventatives, en-,
tirely without side effects.

I have yet to hnd a de-odouriser of any
use, once the dog has scented a bitch in
season. I've experimented by rubbing thq
dog's muzzle with strong smelting fluids
such ds garlic, aniseed and sardine
oil-all without effect. However, there
are several veterinary products which
have reasonable success when treatment is
started before the bitch comes into
season.

The "NO-MATE" harness is not the
"end all' for every dog owner. but where
security is doubtful at this time, Mr.
Johnston's chastity belt solves all risks of
unwanted matings by its simplicity anC
effectiveness. Many greyhound breeders,
and trainers use it extensively on seasonal
bitches requiring regular field exercise to
keep them in top racing condition. It can
be equally helpf,ul for the the gundog
owner who, at times, must kennel his best
bitch in the middle of the duck season.

The harness is priced at $5 plus
postage, and custom made to suit all
sized gundogs providing breed and girth
measurements of the bitch are supplied. It
is available from Mr. G. Johnston, Gran'-
tham. Oueensland 4347.
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